
Teacher Math Helps:  Class 2
This packet is designed to aid in the teaching of mathematics, as a supplement to Primary Mathematics 2 
Teacherʼs Book (New Edition, The Jomo Kenyatta Foundation, reprinted 2008).  “TP” refers to the teacher 
page number in the teacher edition.  Pupil page refers to the page number of the pupilʼs book, in this 
same edition.  
Each of the 11 units includes the following: 

• Suggested anticipatory sets - an optional activity with which to begin the math lesson.  This might 
include a quick review of previous a previous math lesson, a warm up activity, or an attention-getter.  Itʼs 
purpose is to help get the pupils interested and ready for the dayʼs lesson. An anticipatory activity  is not 
an activity that TEACHES the lesson, simply one that READIES the pupils for the lesson. (Activities 
included in the teacher book are good ideas for during and/or after the lesson.  These are designed to 
help with the TEACHING of the lesson.)   (Note: not all lessons have an anticipatory set included.  This allows 

the teacher to be creative.) 

• A quick check - a very short problem from the dayʼs lesson, asked of the class AFTER the lesson.   Its 
purpose is to help assess the classʼs understanding of the concepts taught/covered in the lesson.  The 
quick check may be given to the class as a whole, orally, having pupils answer out loud. (The teacher 
may choose to call on several pupils to answer aloud, or may choose to ask pupils to quickly write their 
answers in their copy books.) The problem may also be written on the chalkboard.  It is important to 
keep this quick check just that… quick and easy for both the teacher and the pupil.  Once a teacher and 
class are practiced in this quick check, it will be fairly easy to know if the class as a whole understands, 
or if this topic needs revisiting.  It should also become evident which individual pupils understand, and 
which might need extra help.  

• Very Short Test (VST) - a short test at the end of each unit.  This quiz may be written on the chalkboard 
or given out loud.  The questions include problems from the current unit, to check for understanding, as 
well as problems from all previous units, to continue to hold pupils accountable for retention of all 
learning.  Correcting of this VST may be done by the teacher, or by pupils.  (An idea may be to have 
pupils exchange their copy books with each other, and correct as the teacher reads aloud the correct 
answers.)                                                       

• On the last page is an explanation of certain games and activities, including instructions and/or ideas.                    

Remember:  Teaching should be fun.  Learning should be fun, as well. We hope this helps!  Enjoy!  
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Unit 1: Numbers
TP(Teacherʼs page):  
 Anticipatory Set: 
                         Quick Check: 
2 “We are going to have a lot of fun this year in mathematics.  We are going to learn about very 
 large numbers, about the clock, about shapes.  Are you ready for this year?  Letʼs start by having 
 a race The race is called “RACE TO 100” with the girls against the boys.  (Line the girls up on 
one  side of the room, and the boys on the other.  Instruct them that each group will count out loud 
 from 1 to 100, as fast as they can.  The first group to reach 100 wins. The girls must count as one 
 group in unison, and the boys must count as one group, altogether. Remind them, itʼs just for 
 fun.)”
  Quick Check:  What is 7 tens and 2 ones? 
2 Warm up with an activity similar to “RACE TO 100” by having each group count from 100 
 backwards to “1”. You may use boys versus girls, again, or divide the class into two other groups. 
  Quick Check:  74 = ______ tens ______ ones? 
3 “Today and tomorrow we are going to learn to read and write numbers in words.  We know how to 
 write the numbers with symbols (1,2,3,etc.).  Letʼs warm up by counting out loud… from 1-19.  
 Ready, 1,2,3,…...19!” 
  Quick Check:  Write the number word for ʼ14ʼ.   (answer:  fourteen)
3 Warm up:  “Five tens and 4 ones is ????  (Ask a pupil to ask the class a similar question.)”
  Quick Check:  What number is ʻsixtyʼ?
 (Teaching tip:  point out the ʻhidden clueʼ in the words.  Ex:  fourteen is 4 teen … 4 and  ten. )
5 Play “Snake” by counting by 10ʼs from 10 to 100.  Prior to playing, it might be helpful to write the 
 numbers on the chalk board (10,20,30….100).
  Quick Check:    Eighteen = ___   (answer: 18)
    Eighty =  ____ (answer: 80)
5 Play ʻSnakeʼ counting by 10ʼs to 100.   (Teaching tip:  point out the ʻhidden clue in forty and fifty.  
 Even though itʼs not spelled like four and five, it means that.  Also, be sure to point out the 
 difference between ʻ-teenʼ which means ʻand tenʼ and ʻ-tyʼ which means ʻtens or times tenʼ.)
  Quick Check:  Write the word for 70.  (answer:  seventy)
6 “Our goal for the next few days is to be able to read and write the numbers in words from one all 
 the way to 99!  WOW!   We can do this! Are you ready?”
  Quick Check:  Write thirty five in symbols. (answer 35)
6  Write the number ʼ21ʼ on the chalk board. “What do we know about this number? … tell me 
 everything we know.  (ex:  it is 2 tens and 1 one.  It is one after 20.  …. Etc.)”  This activity is 
 aimed at getting the pupils to think about numbers, not just memorize facts. The more they think, 
 the more they remember and understand.
  Quick Check:  Write seventy eight in symbols. (answer: 78)
6  “What do you suppose our goal is for todayʼs math lesson?”  
  Quick Check:  Write a number in words and in symbols.  (answer:  pupilʼs 
  choice)

Very Short Test (VST)  Unit 1
1.  2 tens + 3 ones =                               (23)
2. Write the word for ʻ7ʼ.                          (seven)
3. Write ʻfifteenʼ symbols.                         (15)
4. Write ʻfiftyʼ in symbols                          (50)
5. Write ʼ45ʼ in words.                              (forty five)

Unit 2: Addition and Subtraction
(Idea:  (Idea for this Unit:  Borrow flash cards from Resource Center.  Three 
Corner flash cards allow practice in addition and subtraction.   “+ /-War” flash cards allow practice in 
addition and subtraction.)
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Three Corner flash card
8+9=17; 9+8=17; 17-8=9, 17-9=8



Idea:  Borrow the “Number Sentence ʻpuzzleʼ flash cards.  Instructions included.  Allow pupils to create 
their own puzzles.  Variation:  pupils might have fun creating silly sentences (Ex:  7 green hens. ) 
These flash cards are a good way to help struggling pupils get extra math practice.  They are also an idea 
for those pupils who are quicker with their studies than others. 
TP:   Anticipatory Set: 
                         Quick Check: 10“Letʼs warm up our brain by doing the longest addition problem in all of 
  Nairobi.  You may use your fingers and your brain… but thatʼs all.  Ready?  (Slowly call 
  out numbers and the operation, keeping track of the running total on your fingers behind 
  your back.  Ex:  1 + 3  - 2 + 6 - 4 …etc.   For the first problem, keep it to about 6 numbers 
  or so.  Then, as pupils have practiced, lengthen it. This mental math activity is a good 
  warm-up activity for any day, and may be used as pupils line up, or are waiting in line, or 
  at the end of the day.)  Very good!  Now, kiss your brain!”
  Quick Check:  8 + 8 =      (answer 16)
10  “Letʼs begin by thinking of all the ways to add up to 9.  Who has one way?  (ex:   0+9; 1+8; etc)”
  Quick Check:  17-8 =   (answer: 9)
10  “Shall I tell you a secret?  Subtraction is easier than addition! Why?  With addition, we need to 
 figure out the answer.  With subtraction, they tell you the answer!  Let me show you.  4 + 5 =  
 ____.  Yes!  Itʼs 9.  4 + 5 = 9.  That is addition.  Subtraction looks like this:   9 - 4 = ___ .  Yes, 5! 
 See!  We already know that 4 + 5 = 9, so 9 - 4 = 5.  Isnʼt that a great secret!”
   Quick Check:  16 - 4 =               (answer: 12)
12  Play “Longest math problem in all of Nairobi”.  At the end of each problem, ask pupils to show 
 their answer with their fingers, rather than out loud.  Each pupil can hold their hands near their 
 chest to show their answer.  This will allow you to check the entire class, to see which pupils are 
 tracking with you, and those who got lost on the mental math problem.  This silent method of 
 checking answers allows all pupils to answer, not just the fast pupils who always get to respond.  
 It will tend to keep  pupils engaged and involved when they know they will be expected to have an 
 answer.  
  Quick Check:  5 + 8 + 2  =          (answer:  15) 
13 Play “21” with the class.  The teacher as one player, and calling on pupils in the class.
  Quick Check:  ___ + 7 = 18     (answer:  11)
14 Play “Whatʼs in my hand?”  
  Quick Check:  9 - ____ = 3       (answer: 6)
14  Play “Whatʼs in my hand?”  allowing a pupil to be the ʻteacher” holding the tokens and asking 
 the questions. 
  Quick Check:  8 - ___ = 2           (answer: 6)
15  Borrow a class set of rulers.  Use the cm marks as a number line as you lead them through 
 teacher activities on page 15. 
  Quick Check:  18 - ____ = 14     (answer: 4)
15  Mark (in the dirt outside, or with chalk on the classroom floor) a number line from 0 to 10, with the 
 numbers about 10 cm apart.  As pupils work out various math problems, have them jump from 
 one number to the next.  (Ex:  for the problem 3 + 2, the pupil would begin on the number 3, then 
 jump two marks forward to reach 5.  Likewise, for the problem 4 - 2, the pupil would begin on the 
 4 and jump backwards 2 marks to reach 2.)  This activity is a good kinesthetic one, and allows 
 pupils to get the sense that addition if forwards on the number line and subtraction is backwards.  
  Quick Check: 
16 Teacher page 16 activities.  Use example problems to fill in FACT FAMILY triangles (also known 
 as Three corner flash cards).  Ex:  9,8,17   (The numbers in a FACT FAMILY are ʻrelatedʼ in that 
 9+8=17 8+9=17, 17-8=9, 17-9=8.)
  Quick Check:  12 - 7 =    (answer: 5)
17  Play “Snake” counting from 10 to 100 by 10ʼs. 
  Quick Check:  50 + 30 =   (answer: 80)
18  “What do we know about 24?  ____ tens ____ ones?  What do we know about  13 ?   ____ tens 
 _____ ones?  (write the problem on the chalk board 24 + 13).   Adding BIG  numbers is 
 easier than it looks!  First we add all the ʻonesʼ  … 4  ones and 3 ones is 7 ones.  Phew!  
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 Almost done!  Then we add all the  ʻtensʼ …. 2 tens and 1 ten is 3 tens!  What do we have?  
 3 tens and 7 ones =  37!  Now that wasnʼt so hard, was it?”
  Quick Check:  27 + 62 =     (answer 89)
19  Randomly select about 8 pupils to come to the front of the classroom.  As they come, tell some of 
 the pupils to be ʻonesʼ (have them hold up one finger, each) and then tell the others to be ʻtensʼ 
 having them hold up 10 fingers, each.  The groups donʼt have to be even, just some of each.  The 
 class should then determine how many ʻtensʼ there are, and how many ʻonesʼ.  Then, ask the 
 class how they  would write the number.  (Ex:  if there are 3 tens and 5  ones, they would write 
 35.)  After this, ask about 15 other pupils to join the pupils that are already at the front of the 
 class.  Randomly ask each of these pupils to be either ʻonesʼ (holding up one finger) or 
 ʻtensʼ (holding up ten fingers).  Be sure there are more than 10 ʻonesʼ to see the need to ʻcarryʼ. 
 Again, as a class, determine how you might write this number.  
  Quick Check:  15 + 68 =     (answer:  83)
19  To refresh the classʼs memory about how to add 12 + 9, ask a volunteer pupil to explain it to you, 
 as if you are a visitor who doesnʼt know how to do it. By verbalizing the steps of the problem, the 
 pupil and the class will better understand and remember. This involves the entire class.
  Quick Check:  24+48 =    (answer:  72)
20  Play “Longest Math Problem in all of Nairobi” involving addition and subtraction.  Mental Math!
 (Note:  A suggested activity on teacher page 20 is Number Bingo.  If the class does not have 
 access to bingo cards or tokens, have the class make their own bingo cards by drawing a 3 x 3 
 (or so) grid on their own paper.  Allow the pupils to choose what numbers (0 - 10) they would like 
 to use and which box to put them in. The caller doesnʼt need cards to call, but can create his own 
 problems with answers ranging from 0 - 10.  As pupils become practiced at the simpler problems, 
 expand the range of possible answers, as well as the difficulty of the problems called out.)
  Quick Check:  59 - 8 =    (answer 51)
21 Ask a pupil to SHOW you how to take 8 away from 19, using pupils as counters.  (Have 19 pupils 
 come forward.)  Then, ask that pupil to SHOW in writing on the chalk board what he just did.  
 (19-8).  This will help pupils realize that ʼ19 - 8ʼ  is simply ʻtaking awayʼ .  They SEE it done. 
  Quick Check:  25 - 3 =      (answer: 22)
21 Write the problem 19 - 11 =  ?on the chalk board. Ask ten pupils to come forward.  Ask one of the 
 pupils to hold up ten fingers and be a ʻtenʼ.  Ask the other pupils to hold up one finger and each 
 be a ʻoneʼ.  Ask the class how many, total are there?  (19).  Next, ask a volunteer to take away 11 
 from the 19.  This will help pupils SEE that borrowing is necessary.
  Quick Check:  19 - 11 =   (answer 8)
23 “What is a pattern?  Can you give an example?”  (Encourage pupils to understand that a pattern 
 is something that repeats. ) ((For you to know:  In the case of number patterns, it is the operation 
 that repeats, not the number.  Ex:  2,4,6,…  the operation is +2.  The repeating of that operation 
 that makes 2,4,6,…. A number pattern.  Pupils donʼt need to know this, yet.  They simply need to 
 know that a pattern is something that repeats.)) Ask them if this is a pattern… as you clap your 
 hands, then tap your head, then clap your hands, and tap your head etc.  “With your partner or 
 desk mate, create a pattern of your own.  It can be with sounds, movements, clapping…  you 
 decide, as long as it repeats.”  After a few moments, ask a pupil or two to share what they have 
 created.  Tell the class that tomorrow, you will ask others to share what pattern the have created, 
 either with number, movement, sounds…
  Quick Check:  3,6,__, ___    (answer 9, 12)  Remind them that tomorrow youʼll ask for 
  others to share what pattern they have created.  This may encourage them to be thinking 
  about patterns!
23 Ask for volunteers (as time allows) for pupils to share what patterns they have created.  Have the 
 class determine if it is, indeed a pattern, and what is the repeating part of it that makes it so. 
  Quick Check:  What makes a number pattern?   (answer: a repetition of an operation, 
  such as addition or subtraction.  The pupilsʼ answers do not need these exact words, as 
  long as they understand what makes up a number pattern.  By asking pupils questions of 
  this sort, it allows them to think deeper, and allows the teacher to check for true 
  understanding of the concept. )
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25 Warm up: Play “Snake” by counting backwards from 10 to 1.  If time allows, “snake” by counting 
 backwards from 20 to 1.  Repeat, as time allows. “Today, class, weʼll look at number patterns that 
 count backwards.  These are created by using subtraction!  Are you ready to see how this is 
 done?”
  Quick Check:  22,19,17, __ , ___    (answer:  15, 13)
25  Warm up by skip counting, as a class,  by 2ʼs from 0- 20.  Then, as a class, skip count by 2ʼs 
 BACKWARDS from 20 - 0.  Slowly the first time through.  Then, as the class becomes practiced, 
 pick up speed.  (In the future, as time allows, it is fun to skip count by 2ʼs (for example) from 0 - 
 20, then immediately back to 0 again.  0, 2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,18,16,14,12,10,8,6,4,2, 0!)  
 As the class becomes practiced at skip counting by 2ʼs, try skip counting by 3ʼs, etc.  This is a 
 great time filler, as well as god for mental math and recalling basic math facts.)
  Quick Check:  18,15,12,…  what is the pattern?     (answer:  repeated subtraction of 3)
Very Short Test (VST) Units 1-2
(Be sure the pupils notice that this is a review of all the math theyʼve learned from the beginning of the 
year (units 1- 2).  Tell them that they shouldnʼt just forget what they learned before, since they bill be 
asked about each unit all through the year.  This helps pupils realize that math builds on what theyʼve 
learned before, much like constructing a building.  Each day, the builders work on what was built the day 
before.)
1.  Write   twenty nine  in symbols     (answer: 29)
2. 4 +  ___ = 15             (answer: 11)
3. 63 + 19 =                (answer: 82)
4. 77 - 43 =           (answer: 34)
5. 30, 27, 24, ___, ___, ___   Extra credit:  what is the number pattern?     (answer: 21,18,15.   Repeated 

subtraction of 3.)

Unit 3: Multiplication
28  “Today, weʼre going to count ears!”  Ask 5 pupils to come to the front of the classroom.  As you 
 count each ear of the 5 pupils, count out loud, and point to each ear as you count it. 1,2,3,…. 10.  
 Ask pupils if they can think of an easier way to count ears.  (Count by twos, because each pupil 
 has two ears.)  Then, count by 2ʼs (skip counting 2,4,6, .. Up to 10)  If time allows, count eyes, 
 feet, etc.  By skip counting by 2s.  As the pupils are returning to their desks, tell them they have 
 just done MULTIPLICATION!  WOW!  
  Quick Check:  2 + 2 + 2 =     (answer: 6)
29  “Yesterday we learned to count in twos.  Letʼs warm  up by counting by 2s (skip count 2,4,6,8,10) 
 out loud as a class.   I can tell you are all ready for todayʼs lesson!”
  Quick Check: 3 + 3 + 3 =      (answer: 9)
30   Warm up by leading the class skip counting by 2ʼs (to 10).  Then, skip count by 3ʼs to 15. As 
 you skip count, hold up the number of fingers.  Ex:  in skip counting by 2ʼs, the first number would 
 be 2,  so hold up one finger (to indicate the first, or that you have counted one 2).  The next 
 number in the skip count is 4.  Hold up two fingers to indicate the 4 is two 2s.   Continue in this 
 manner, reaching the skip count of 10 by holding up five fingers.  By using fingers as you skip 
 count, it reinforces the idea that multiplication is repeated addition, as well as fixing the basic 
 multiplication facts in their mind.  All of this while having fun counting ears and feet!)
  Quick Check:  How many are five 3s?       (answer:  15)
30   For variety, warm up by doing the “snake” through the class … having them skip count by 2s to 
 10.  So, the first pupil would stand and say “2” and sit.  The next pupil would stand and say “4” 
 and sit.  Then next pupil would stand and say “6” and sit…. Continuing in a “snake” throughout 
 the entire class.  This is not only a fun activity, it allows pupils move their bodies, it forces them to 
 stay focused on the counting, and it reinforces the math facts, because they are hearing the 
 numbers being said.  Most pupils are counting silently to themselves as the counting “snakes” 
 through the room.  
  Quick Check:  How many is five 2s?     (answer:  10)
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31 Draw a large X on the chalk board.  Ask pupils if they know (remember) what it means.  If they do, 
 have them silently put their finger on their nose.  By waiting a moment for pupils to think and 
 process, it allows the teachers to check which pupils are paying attention, and encourages all 
 pupils to think about the answer.  Too often we call on the first pupil to raise a hand to answer, 
 and that immediately turns off the thinking of the rest of the class.  
  Quick Check:   What other way can you write 2 + 2 + 2 + 2 ?   (answer 2 x 4 or 4 x 2)
32 “So far, weʼve learned to count by 1s (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10) and by 2s (2,4,6,8,10) and by 3s 
 (3,6,9,12,15).  On a special day, weʼll learn to count by 4s.  Today, however, weʼll learn to count 
 by 5s.  Are you ready? “ 
  Quick Check:  5 x 3 =        (answer:  either 5 + 5 + 5 = 15   or 3 + 3  + 3  + 3 + 3 = 15)
33 “Today, I think we may be surprised by what we learn today.”  (Using counters, allow pupils to 
 explore making groups.  Have them make two groups of three.  Then count how many counters 
 they have used.  Have them make three groups of two.  Then count how many counters they 
 used.)    Ask pupils what they have discovers, writing the results on the chalk board ( Two groups 
 of three can be written  3 + 3 = 3 x 2 = 6.  Three groups of two can be written 2 + 2  + 2 = 2 x 3 = 
 6. )  “Wow, they both equal 6.  2 x 3 = 3 x 2 !  Isnʼt that a nice surprise!”
  Quick Check:  5+5+5=               (answer: 15  or 5 x 3=15)
33 Ask 6 pupils to come to the front of the class.  Ask another pupil to be the “mathematician”.  With 
 the help of the class, have the mathematician put the pupils into groups to show 3x2 (write 3x2 on 
 the chalk board).  (Be sure the pupils are formed into three groups of two.) Invite another pupil to 
 be the mathematician to put the pupils into groups to show 2x3 (write 2x3 on the chalk board).  
 (Be sure the pupils are formed into 2 groups of three.)  Ask another pupil to be the mathematician 
 to put the pupils into groups to show 1x6 (writing 1 x 6 on the chalk board), and another pupils to 
 form 6 x 1.    
  Quick Check:  5 x 4 =       (answer: 20)
34  “Snake” skip counting by 2s, then 3, then 5s.  For variation, divide the class into two groups, 
 lining them up on opposite sides of the room.  Beginning with the first pupil of each group, have 
 them skip count  -- first of each group says ʻ2ʼ, second of each group says ʻ4ʼ and so on through 
 each  the line.   As pupils are become practiced in skip counting, this race can become 
 competitive. 
  Quick Check:  8 x 10 =      (answer:  80)
35 “Remember what weʼve been doing with skip counting… weʼve been counting, and keeping 
 track with our fingers.  So, in counting by 2s, by the time we reach 10, how many fingers should 
 we have up?  (answer: 5 because 5 groups of 2 is 10).  So, today, weʼre going to skip by by 10s 
 the same way.  And what we learn today would be a great thing to teach someone at home!”
  Quick Check:  How many is 6 x 10?    (answer: 60) 
 Remind the pupils to share with someone at home what they learned today about counting by 10s.
35 “Weʼre getting so good at math!  You should be very proud!  In fact, today you donʼt even need 
 me, I might as well take a nap while you do your math!” Ask for a volunteer pupil to lead the class 
 in skip counting.  The pupil may select from either 2,3,5,10 to skip count.  As they count, you 
 might pretend to take a nap.
  Quick Check:  10 x 4 =        (answer:  40)
35  Instruct the pupils that you are going to ask them something that you want them to think about it, 
 then  to talk about with their desk mate or partner.  (THINK-PAIR-SHARE).  Ask them to what 
 they think the difference is between addition and multiplication and whatʼs the same.  Ex:  3 x 4   
 4+4+4.  Allow a moment for them to think about this, then ask them to share what they think with 
 their partner.  After a few moments, ask for volunteers to share with the class what the two talked 
 about, and their thought about this question. 
  Quick Check:  3 x 5 =
Very Short Test (VST) Units 1 -3 
1. Forty six  = _____ tens   _____ ones            (answer: 4 tens, 6 ones)
2. Write in words the number 38                       (answer:  thirty eight)
3. 49 + 37 =                                                       (answer:  86)
4. 87 - 43 =                                                       (answer: 44)
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5. 55 - 23 =                                                        (answer: 32)
6. 35,30,25, ___ , ___                                        (answer: 20, 15)
7.  2 x ____ = 6                                                   (answer: 3)
8. 4 x 5 =                                                            (answer: 20)
9. 3 x 2 =                                                           (answer: 6 ) 
10.4 x 10=                                                           (answer: 40)                  
(EXTRA: Write 3 x 4 in as many ways as you can think.  Possible answers:  3+3+3+3;  12; 4x3; 4+4+4). 

Unit 4: Division
39   “I like this part of mathematics, because itʼs about sharing.  Let me show you.”  Invite two pupils 
 to come forward.  (If possible to have a piece of candy for each pupil, then use candies in this 
 activity in place of counters. Be sure that each pupil receives one candy at the end of the class 
 time.) Place 2 items (counters or candies or ??) on the table, and ask them to decide how they 
 will share between the two of them.  Next, place 4 items on the table and ask them to decide how 
 to share between the two of them.  
 (Activities:  teacher page 39).  Explain that what they have just done is mathematics!  Sharing 
 equally… putting things into equal groups is called DIVISION. 
  Quick Check:  It two friends had a total of 8 candies to share, how many would each 
  friend get?   (answer:  8 divided into 2 groups = 4 each)
41 THINK-PAIR-SHARE:  Ask pupils to think about a short “story” that tells about sharing equally.  
 (ex:  2 friends sharing 4 candies).  Have them share with their partner.  After a few moments, ask 
 for a few pupils to share their “division story”.  
  Quick Check:  20 divided by 4 =       (answer 5)

41 “I have a secret to tell you.  Weʼre been learning about DIVISION (write this on the chalk board).  
 However, the math people made a mistake.  They gave us all the answers!  Shh!  Letʼs not tell 
 anyone.  It will be our secret.   Weʼve discovered that is two friends have 6 bananas, each friend 
 would get ???  (3) bananas.    We learned to write that:   6 -:- 2 = 3.    

Very Short Test (VST) Units 1-4 
1.  37 + 12 =        (answer: 49)
2. 46 - 24 =           (answer: 22)
3. 4 x 5 =             (answer: 20)
4. 12 divided by 4 =        (answer:  3)
5. 18 divided by 3 =       (answer:  6 )  
6. EXTRA:   Create your own division story and write the numbers and the answer.

Unit 5: Measurement
This unit of learning does not need to be a “unit” of study.  Instead,  a each lesson could be used as a 
“fun” day, exploring their classroom or centre.  For instance, a lesson of Unit 5 could be used at the end of 
Unit 1, after the Very Short Test.  A lesson from Unit 5 could be used as a “reward” for having completed a 
unit, or after a day of much homework, or after all pupils can skip count by 2s or 3s.  Each lesson, used 
as a “break” from the difficult math facts, could be interwoven throughout the school year.  Many times, 
the measuring lessons go well with science lessons.  
Teaching Tip:  To help pupils understand the difference between a metre and a centimetre, have them 
stretch their arms out from side to side, and measure their reach against a metre stick.  This “arm stretch” 
can be used for an estimation of a metre.  The width of their little finger works well for an estimation of a 
centimeter.  Having a readily available reference for the metre and the centimetre will help pupils in their 
understanding of measurements.
Measuring involves several areas:  size, mass , capacity. In the upper grades, pupils will measure these 
in meters, grams, liters.  For now, the pupils need only understand the descriptive words (Size: longer, 
shorter.  Mass:  heavier, lighter.  Capacity:  more, less. )

Unit 6: Numbers
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53 Begin with a story of how a king decides to count how many men are in his army. 
 First, the king tells each of his helpers to pick up ten stones each. Then he has a table laid in the 
 field to which the soldiers will be marching from their tents. The kingʼs helpers are asked to stand 
 in line behind the table, and then a bowl is placed in front of each of them.
 As the soldiers go by, the kingʼs helper at the end of the table puts a stone in his bowl for each 
 soldier. Once the ten stones have been put into the bowl, he picks them up and continues on 
 putting one stone into his bowl for each soldier who walks past. So he has a rather busy 
 afternoon, putting stones in his bowl as the soldiers go by, and picking them up and starting again 
 on the next ten. The kingʼs helper to his left has the less arduous job of watching him put his 
 stones in the bowl, and each time he picks up his ten stones the second kingʼs helper puts one 
 stone into his bowl. When the second helper has put all ten stones in his bowl, he too picks them 
 up again, and continues to put one down each time his fellow helper picks up his ten. The third 
 kingʼs helper has only to watch the bowl of the second, and each time the second helper picks up 
 his ten stones, the third  helper puts one into his bowl. And so it 
 goes on, with the fifth helper having a very slow afternoon, 
 putting a stone down when the fourth helper picks up his ten. At 
 the end of the afternoon, the fifth kingʼs helper has one stone in 
 his bowl, the next helper has seven, the third has none, the 
 second has one, and the first, exhausted, helper has six. The 
 king looks at the bowls and knows that he has seventeen 
 thousand and sixteen soldiers in his army.
 Because of the use of ten digits, the decimal system and our bodies are connected. We have 
 ready-made counters on our bodies; i.e., our fingers and toes. This will help us count to 20 at 
 maximum. Teamwork is needed to go further.
 If you have a friend who is willing to be nudged each time you count to ten on your fingers, and to 
 count the nudges on his or her fingers, it is possible to count to 100 (one hundred or ten tens).
 With three people, you can reach 1,000 (one thousand or ten tens of tens) with this process.
 With four people, you can reach 10,000 (ten thousand or ten tens of tens of tens).
 With five people, you can reach 100,000 (one hundred thousand or ten tens of tens of tens of 
 tens).
 With six people, you can reach 1,000,000 (one million or ten tens of tens of tens of tens of tens), 
 although the sixth person can go to sleep most of the time.
  Quick Check:  How many is one more than 9?    (answer: 10)
54 Play “BEFORE/AFTER”  using numbers from 1 to 99. 
  Quick Check:  What number comes after 49?   (answer:  50)
56 “Snake” count from 120-130 through the class.
  Quick Check:  How many hundreds are in 157?  How many tens ?  How many ones? 
57 “Snake” by skip counting (by 10ʼs) from 100 - 900.  (ex:  100, 110, 120, …).  To be effective 
 practice, the ʻsnakeʼ skip counting should continue through the class several times in order for the 
 skip counting to reach to 900. 
  Quick Check:  What number is 1 hundreds, 5 tens, and 2 ones?   (answer: 152)
57 Draw a blank line with two zeros next to it.  ( ___ 00)Explain to the class that you will have a pupil 
 roll a die (or select a number card from a pile),  and you will write that number in the blank.  
 They are to tell you what the number is that it makes.  For example, if a ʻ4ʼ is rolled on the die, 
 write the number 4 on the line.  The correct answer then is 400.  As time allows, continue this 
 activity.  By the end of this activity, pupils should feel comfortable with the one hundreds place 
 value. 
  Quick Check:  What number is this?  Write 600.    
59   “I have a mystery number.  (Draw three lines on the chalk board, ___ ___ ___.  Have pupils copy 
 those lines on their own paper.)  I will give you clues about my number.  See if you can guess 
 what my number is!    There is a 9 in the tens place.  (Pause, to allow pupils to think, and write on 
 their paper.) There is a 2 in the hundreds place.  (pause).  There is a 1 in the ones place.  What is 
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 my number? (answer:  291)  What number comes before my number? (answer 290).  As time 
 allows, gives clues for a different number.  
Very Short Test (VST)  Units 1-6
1.  What is 18 divided by 2?    (answer: 9)
2. What is 18 divided by 3 ?   (answer: 6)
3. 3 hundreds, 2 tens, 5 ones =   ________   (answer: 325)
4. 117, 118, ___, ____, ____    (answer:  119, 120, 121)
5. 167 =   ______ hundreds, _____ tens _____ ones .

Unit 7: Addition and Subtraction 
62  Play “Longest Math Problem in all of Nairobi” involving addition and subtraction.  Mental Math! 
  Quick Check:  146 + 31 =            (answer: 177)
62  “We are becoming great mathematicians!  We can add and subtract!  For the next few days weʼll 
 learn to add and subtract very large numbers (hundreds)!  Donʼt worry, though.  Adding and 
 subtracting large numbers is as easy as with small numbers.  Iʼll show you….”  
  Quick Check:  212 + 111 =  (answer 323)
63 Have the pupils create a word problem to match the example on student page 62.  (212+ 62).  
 Have them work in small groups.  As time allows, have them share their “story problems” with the 
 class.  Before they begin creating, you may wish to brainstorm ideas of what a word problem 
 might include, talking about how many 212 really is.  Would a person have that many goats?  No.  
 What might 212 represent?  (pupils, shoes, days, number of blinks of an eye, etc). 
  Quick Check:  325 + 81 =     (answer 406)
63  “Letʼs pretend that I am new to the class and donʼt know how to do addition.  Would a volunteer 
 please explain to me how to do this problem (write 325 + 82  on the chalk board).” 
  Quick Check:  325 + 83 =     (answer:  408)
64 “Does anyone have a question about what we did in mathematics yesterday?”  By asking, and 
 probing the pupilʼs understanding, it allows pupils to begin to feel safe in asking questions.  This 
 is very important in fostering a “class team” feeling, rather than each pupil against the other pupil.  
 If pupils feel that all of the class in working so that all understand, it allows for more cooperation 
 and a better learning environment.  “Before we leave our classroom today, remind me to ask you 
 what you have learned today.”
  Quick Check:  What one thing have you learned today? 
64  Warm up by skip counting by 3s.  
  Quick Check:  71 + 98 =   (answer:  169)
65  Warm up by skip counting by 3s  backwards (from 21 - 0.)
  Quick Check:  77 - 42 =         (answer:  35)
66  As you write the following problems on the chalk board, ask pupils if what they notice.  (They 
 should notice that the numbers are the same, only the place value differs.)
  Quick Check:  450 - 230 =   (220)
66 Play “Nairobiʼs longest math problem” - mental math. 
  Quick Check:  140-100=      (answer:  40)
67 Play “Before/After”  with numbers from 100-999. 
  Quick Check:  What number comes before 999?      (answer:  998)
67 Ask a pupil to choose a number (from 1 - 99).  Write that number on the chalk board.  Then ask 
 the class to tell you what number comes two numbers before that number.  (For example:  If a 
 pupil selects the number ʼ54ʼ,  the number before 54 is 53, and the number before 53 is 52.  So, 
 the number that is two numbers before 54 is 52.)  As time allows, continue this activity with other 
 numbers. 
  Quick Check:  What number comes two numbers before 101?  (answer:  99)
Very Short Test VST)  Units 1- 7
1.  Ninety eight =   _____    (answer:  98)
2. 89 in words =                   (answer:  eighty nine)
3. 15, 12, 9, ___, ____    (answer:  6,3)
4. 4x5 =                        (answer: 20)
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5. 10 x 9 =                    (answer: 90)
6. 25 divided into 5 equal groups (25 divided by 5) =                  (answer: 5)
7. 760 +  52 =                   (answer:  812)
8. 128  +  346  =             (answer:  474)
9. 148 - 17 =                   (answer: 131)
10.429 - 18 =               (answer:  4110
11.Extra:  Create a math problem for the teacher.  

Unit 8: Money
70 “For the next few days, we will be talking about money.  Letʼs make a list of all the things we know 
 about money.”  (Write on the chalk board all that they know about money.  This serves two 
 purposes.  It helps pupils begin thinking about money.  It also helps the teacher gauge how much 
 pupils know/understand about money before the unit begins.)
 (Teaching tip:  Is it possible to take the class on a field trip, to visit a nearby kiosk or shop?  If so, 
 this would be an activity that may heighten the pupilsʼ interest in learning about money.  If a field 
 trip is not possible, perhaps a shop-keeper might visit your classroom to talk about his business.  
 If possible, the shop-keeper could bring an item or two that he sells in the shop, and talk about 
 how much it costs.  This is a good chance to talk about shillings, making change, the importance 
 of knowing about money. The pupils  will become more aware of their world around them, as it 
 relates to what they learn in class.)
  Quick Check:  1 shilling = _____ cents?        (answer: 100)
71 Remind the class about the story of the king who counted his army. (Teacher page 53.)  This 
 method worked because there are 10 ones in each ten.  That is how money works, as well.  
 There are 10 one-cents in a ten-cent.  There are 10 ten-cents in a shilling.  A shilling = 100 one- 
 cents just as one hundred = 100 ones. 
  Quick Check:   1 shilling = _______ cents?    (answer: 100, the same as yesterday!)
71 “Letʼs play ʻMORE or LESS?”  (Write “more or less?” and write ʻ 1 shillingʼ underneath on the 
 chalk board.)  This is how  you play:  I will call out an amount of money.  If you think the amount I 
 say is MORE than 1 shilling, stand up.  If you think the amount is LESS than 1 shilling, sit down.  I 
 repeat.  If MORE than 1 shilling, stand, if LESS, sit.  Ready?”  
 Begin slowly with an amount, for example, 10 shillings.  (Because 10 shillings is more than 1 
 shilling, pupils should stand.)  Then, say. “ 50 cents” (pupils should sit down, because 50 cents is 
 less than 1 shilling).  Continue in this manner, as time allows.  This activity allows pupils to begin 
 awareness of shillings and cents.  
  Quick Check:  5 shilling coin = _____ shilling     (answer: 5)
73 (For todayʼs anticipatory activity, you will need quick a few small items, labeled with “prices”.  This 
 can be done by laying a small piece of paper beside the item.  The “prices” should be various 
 number of shillings.  For instance, a banana may be labeled 1 ksh, while a book labeled 5 ksh, 
 and a pencil labeled 2 ksh.  (Keep it simple, using only ksh.))  Tell the class that they will be going 
 shopping today (on a pretend trip).  On the chalk board write 10 ksh, and ask the pupils to write 
 that amount on their paper.  On this pretend shopping trip, they will go around the room and write 
 the items they are pretending to buy, as well as the price.  They must be careful not to spend 
 more than the pretend 10 ksh on their paper.  Talk about how they might keep track of how much 
 they have and how much they have left while they are “shopping”.  (Idea:  adding/subtracting).  
 Allow time for pupils to roam the “store” (classroom) to shop and write on their papers what they 
 “buy”.  Then, have the pupils return to their desks and ask for volunteers to tell what about their 
 “shopping trip”.  
  Quick Check:  4 ten-chilling coins = _____ shillings     (answer:  40)
74 THINK-PAIR-SHARE:  Think about and share with your partner …. What coins might you use to= 
 17 shillings.     (Allow time for pupils to talk with their partners.  Encourage those who find an 
 answer to think of another way to = 17 shillings.  This will allow the groups who are not as quick 
 to have plenty of time to come up with a solution. 
  Quick Check: What shilling notes might you use to = 200 shillings?
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77 If possible, hang a few items on the chalk board.  (A picture from a newspaper or magazine will 
 work, as well.  A coat, a hat, or items similar to the list on student page 81.  Explain that the class 
 is going pretend shopping today, to buy ____ (the item in the picture).  Tell that that the class 
 needs to make sure to receive the correct change while buying things, so youʼll practice that 
 today.  Mark ksh price for the items.  Allow pupils to “shop” in pairs or by themselves, but they 
 must list on their paper what they buy, how much they spend and how much they have left over.  
 Tell them they have (for instance) 2000 to spend.  Encourage the quicker pupils to spend as 
 much as they have, allowing time for all pupils to buy something and do the math.  
  Quick Check:  What is 850 shillings - 500 shillings?  (answer:   350 shillings)
78  Ask pupils if they think it is important to know how much something costs before they buy it.  
 Why?  Why not?  Is it important to know how much money you have left?  Explain to them that is 
 what you will be practicing in this lesson, so when they will be smart shoppers! 
  Quick Check:  sh 22 ct 50 +  sh4=      ?    (answer:  sh 26 ct 50)
79  Play MORE/LESS, reminding pupils to stand if it is more and sit if it is less.  On the chalk board, 
 draw a sweet and label it sh 1 50 ct.  Draw a pencil labeled sh 3.  Draw a banana labeled sh 3 50 
 ct.  Draw a book and label it sh 6.  Play MORE/LESS by asking saying an amount and an item.  
 Example:  If you say sh 4 and then ask is the banana more or less than 4?  (Since the banana is 
 less than sh4, pupils would remain seated.)  Continue, selecting other items and amounts.
  Quick Check:  sh 38 ct 50 - sh 28 ct 50 = ?     (answer:  sh 10)
Very Short Test (VST) Units 1-8
1.  7 + 4 + 3 =              (answer:  14)
2. 21 divided by 3 =       (answer: 7)
3. 7 hundreds   4 tens   3 ones  =   _____ (answer: 743
4. 981 + 17 =              (answer: 998)
5. 68 - 15 =                (answer: 53)
6. 355 - 254  =        (answer:  101)
7. How many 5 shilling coins are equal to 2 twenty shilling coins?    (answer: 8)
8. How many 50 cent coins = 3 shilling coins?           (answer:  6)
9. Sh 25  ct 50  + sh 200 =            (answer:   sh 225  50 ct)
10.Sh 41  ct 50    -  sh 21 ct 50   =       (answer:  sh 20)

 Unit 9: Time
Idea :  borrow the TIME set form Resource Center- this set includes two clocks and two sets of flash 
cards, allowing for practice with time and clocks. 
82 Draw a clock face with numbers on the chalk board, or show a clock to the class.  “You may need 
 a pencil and your paper for this activity.  While you are getting ready, I am going to warm up MY 
 brain.  (Pretend to warm up your brain by moving your head around… similar to exercises for the 
 body.  The more dramatic you can be, the better… to get the classʼ attention.)  I think my brain is 
 warmed up, now.  I will need my brain, because I am going to tell each of you what number you 
 have written on your paper! Ready? Look at the clock and choose any number from the clock 
 (1-12). Write that number on your paper. Also, look at the number opposite your number and write 
 that number on your paper. (ex:  opposite of 9 is 3, opposite of 10 is 4, etc.).
 Now, take the larger number and subtract the smaller number from it. (ex:  if the numbers are 9 
 and three, subtract 3 from 9.  If the numbers were 4 and 10, subtract 4 from 10. etc.).  When you 
 have your answer written down, put your hand on top of your head, so I know you are ready. 
 Add 10 to your total. 
 Now, what ever number you have, add that same number again.  If your total is 15, add 15 to it.  If 
 your total is 20, add 20 to it.  Let me know when you have your new total, by putting your hand on 
 your head.  
 Now, subtract 8 from this.  When youʼre done, put your hand over your answer so no one can 
 see.  
 Letʼs make sure we have all done this.  (Repeat the instructions, because you want all pupils to 
 be successful at this fun trick.)  Look at your paper.  You should have written a number off the 
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 clock and the number opposite it.  Then did you subtract the smaller number from the larger.  Add 
 10 to that total.  Double that number… add whatever number you have to it.  Finally, did you 
 subtract 8? Cover your answer with your hand.  

 This is hard math, I know.  Itʼs even harder for me because I have to figure out all of the answers 
 for all of the pupils in this class.  

 Since there 7 days a week, and there are 24 hours in a day … I think your answer is… 24!” 
 (All pupils, if they have done the math correctly should have the answer 24.  This is because, the 
 difference of each number on a clock face and itʼs opposite will always be 6.  (12 - 16, 9-3, 7-1).  
 Whatever math you do after that  (adding 10, doubling it, subtracting 8), will be easily calculable.  
 The pupils will be amazed at your ability to predict what their answer is!  And you will have their 
 attention for the rest of the class time.)
  Quick Check:  What day of the week is it today? 
83 By the end of today, pupils should be able to recite the months of the year, in proper order.  Be 
 sure to let the pupils know that this is the goal.  Then, ask the pupils who have birthdays in 
 January, February and March to gather in one corner of the room.  Ask all those who have 
 birthdays in April, May, and June to gather another corner of the room.  Ask all those who have 
 birthdays in July, August, and September to gather in another corner.  And, finally all those who 
 have birthdays in October, November and December to gather in the last corner.  Tell the pupils 
 that their group is in charge of teaching the rest of the class THEIR three months, so that the 
 entire class can recite, in order, their months.  (ie:  April May June group will create a sing-song or 
 a dance rhythm or a catchy way to remember their three months, and will teach it to the class. A 
 simple example is to repeat the three months several times, clapping each time a month is said.  
 April, clap, May, clap, June, clap, April, clap, May, clap, June…)  Ask if anyone has a question. 
 Tell the class they will only have 5 minutes to create and practice this, so they should stay 
 focused and begin.  As the groups are creating and practicing, walk around the room, making 
 sure they understand the assignment, and giving encouragement. After a few minutes, have the 
 January-March group teach the class share what they created, and have the class practice with 
 them.  Continue with the next group, until all groups have shared.  Then, put each of the four 
 “creations” together, as the whole class recites the 12 months. 
  Quick Check:  What month of the year is it?   
84  “What do you think about when you think of the word “time”?”  (Teacher page 84 activities.)
  Quick Check:  What time does this show?  (show a clock face with 4:00)
85 “What is your favorite time of day?” (No correct answer… just asking favorites and opinions.)
  Quick Check:  Draw a clock to show the time of 5:00. 
Very Short Test (VST) Units 1-9
1. What day of the week is it today? 
2. What day comes after Friday?        (answer: Saturday)
3. What is the first day of the week?     (answer:  Sunday)
4. What is the first month of the year?   (answer:  January)
5. What time does this show?    (show a clock face with 1:00)

Unit 10: Geometry
87 Draw a rectangle, triangle, and a circle on the chalk board, Talk briefly about the shapes of 
 each… that one has four straight sides, one has three straight sides and one looks like a ball. Go 
 on a field trip around the room or around the school/centre.  As you see something in one of 
 these shapes, stop the class and play, “I SPY” … “ I spy something in the shape of a triangle”… 
 the pupils look around, and raise their hands to guess what you have seen. 
  Quick Check:  Draw a triangle.
88 Draw a rectangle and a square on the chalk board.
 Ask the class what is the same about squares and rectangles.  Ask them what is different. 
 Encourage discussion, naming as many things characteristics as they can. 
  Quick Check:  Draw a rectangle.  Draw a square.
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88  Draw an oval and a circle on the chalk board.  THINK-PAIR-SHARE what are the same and what 
 are different between these two shapes.  
  Quick Check:  Draw a circle.  Draw an oval.
Very Short Test (VST) Units 1-10
1. Which holds more - a cup or a suferia?   (answer: a suferia)
2. 145 - 35 =           (answer: 110)
3. Sh 6  ct 50  +   sh 4  00 ct =          (answer: sh 10  ct 50)
4. What day is it today? 
5. What month was it last month? 
6. What time does this clock show?
7. Draw a circle
8. Draw a rectangle
9. Draw and oval
10.Draw a square.

Games/ Activities
1.  RACE TO 100 -  two equal teams.  (Line up one team on one side of the room, and the other team on 
 the other.  Instruct them that each team will count out loud from 1 to 100, as fast as they can.  
 The first team to reach 100 wins. Each team must count as one group in unison out loud,  
 Remind them, itʼs just for fun.                                                                                                           
2.  SNAKE  -  (also called “Whip Around”) This pupil response strategy gets its name from how the pupils 
 follow one another in giving their answers.  For instance, if the class is practicing counting from 1 
 to 10, the first pupil (usually one in the front row, on the far right) will stand and say “1” and then 
 sit down. The pupil immediately beside that student will stand, say “2” and then sit down, and the 
 next pupil will say “3”  … continuing until the end of the row. The pupil behind the last pupil will 
 continue  with the next response.  Pupils continue, as the counting “snakes” through the room, 
 until the last pupil in the last row has had a chance to have their say.  (Note:  In the case of 
 counting 1 to 10, once “10” is said, the next pupil will begin the counting again, saying “1”.)    This 
 activity works great for a quick practice of counting numbers, mathematic facts, skip counting, 
 Bible verse etc.)  As the pupils become more familiar with this activity, as well as the topic, it is fun 
 to see how fast the class can “snake” through the entire class.  Be sure to vary where the snake 
 begins, sometimes beginning with the pupil in the front row on the left, or on the right,  or the back 
 row on the left, or a pupil in the middle of the class.                                                                            
3.  21 - This counting game is for two players or the teacher and a pupil.  One player begins with saying 
 either “one” or “one, two” (their choice).  The next player says the next consecutive number or the 
 next two consecutive numbers (their choice).  Each player chooses whether to say one or two 
 numbers during their turn.  The players continue to alternate turns, saying the next one or two 
 consecutive numbers, until someone reaches 21.  This game helps teach the math concepts of 
 counting, sets, division of three, thinking skills.  It helps build self-esteem and cooperation.  And, 
 itʼs fun!  Variations include beginning with “21” and counting backwards to “1”.                                       
4.  Whatʼs in my Hand? - For this activity, you will need counters or tokens that fit easily into your hand.  
 Because it might be difficult for all the pupils in the class to see the tokens from their desks, you 
 may ask a pupil to come forward to “play” this with you, or you must make sure to show all pupils.  
 Begin with a several tokens in one hand, easily visible.  Allow pupils time to count the tokens.  
 Then, turn your back to the class.  Put a few of the tokens from the open hand, into your other 
 hand, and close your hand so no one can see what is inside.  Now, show your open hand, and 
 the closed hand, allowing time for pupils to count the tokens left in your open hand.  Then, ask, 
 “Whatʼs in my hand?”  Pupils will then do mental subtraction to determine how many tokens are in 
 the closed hand.   This game helps teach subtraction, as well as beginning Algebra!                                
5.  Skip Counting is counting by a number that is not 1
 Example: Skip Count by 2 like this:    2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, …
           Example: Skip Count by 3 like this:    3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27 …
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 Skip Count helps count many things quickly and learn multiplication facts.  SKIP COUNT is a 
 great activity to use a quick warm up, or while lining up, or while walking to recess, or while 
 waiting in line, etc.   It is adaptable to any level of mathematics.  The beginning levels help pupils 
 learn multiplication (repeated subtraction).  As pupils practice, the counting can continue up to 
 100 and higher.  More advanced SKIP COUNT can begin with any number, adding or subtracting, 
 multiplying or dividing any number.  Pupils become skilled in mental math.  (Try skip counting by 
 2ʼs up to 10, then up to 20, then up to 100 and beyond.  Next, try skip counting by 10ʼs; by 5ʼs;  by 
 3ʼs; by 4ʼs; etc.  Older pupils  try  skip counting by 3ʼs beginning at 2, for example, or skip 
 counting by 3ʼs beginning at 100 counting down  100, 97, 94, 91, 89....  Be creative! )                 
6.   Think-Pair-Share is a cooperative discussion strategy. It gets its name from the three stages of 
 student action, with emphasis on what students are to be DOING at each of those stages.  Think. 
 The teacher provokes students' thinking with a question or prompt or observation. The students 
 should take a few moments (probably not minutes) just to THINK about the question or topic. 
 Pair. Using designated partners, nearby neighbors, or a desk mate, students PAIR up to talk 
 about the answer each came up with. They compare their mental or written notes and identify the 
 answers they think are best, most convincing, or most unique.  Share. After students talk in pairs 
 for a few moments (again, usually not minutes), the teacher calls for pairs to SHARE their 
 thinking with the rest of the class. She can do this by going around in round-robin fashion, calling 
 on each pair; or she can take answers as they are called out (or as hands are raised). Often, the 
 teacher or a designated helper will record these responses on the board or on the overhead.            
7.    BEFORE/AFTER is a number game, useful in practicing place value and counting,       played in 
 teams, or as a teacher/class activity.  Itʼs useful as a review, a pre-class warm-up, or as a fun 
 game between lessons.  Play begins with the teacher (or a number caller) choosing a number.  
 (If, for instance, this is played during Unit 6, the number called should be from 1 - 99.  The range 
 of numbers used should reflect what pupils are familiar with or are practicing.  Larger number 
 may be used later in the year.)  Once a number has been called out, the teacher (or a different 
 caller) says either, “before” or “after” … the pupil to raise his hand first is allowed to answer.  The 
 correct answer would be the number either before or after  the called number.  For example, if 
 ʼ87ʼ was called and “before” was said, then the correct answer would be ʼ86ʼ because 86 comes 
 before 87.  If, however, ʻafterʼ was said, then the correct answer would be 88, since 88 comes 
 after 87.  Once a number is called, pupils will be thinking about what number comes before and 
 after that number, not knowing, yet, if ʻbeforeʼ or ʻafterʼ will be said.  To involve the entire class, do 
 not call on pupils who raise their hand to answer.  Instead, select the pupil to answer randomly.  
 This will ensure all pupils are engaged in the activity, since they know they may be called upon.  
 This strategy is effective, as well, when playing teams (half the class against the other half), for 
 no pupil wants to miss out on gaining a point for his team.                                                             
7. I Spy  - a guessing game played with young children, partly to assist in both observation and in 
 alphabet familiarity. One person starts by choosing an object (a cow, for example) and says "I spy 
 something beginning with C." The other players look around and suggest things it might be: 
 "Crow" (no), "Car" (no), "Cloud" (no), "Cow" - yes. The person who guesses correctly often gets 
 to choose the next object.

 This game can be played as a math game, choosing objects of a certain shape, color, number, 
 etc.  One person chooses a round object (for example), and says, “I see something round.”  
 Objects for I Spy might be on a page of the math book or inside the room.  If time allows, take the 
 pupils on a short walk outside the classroom.  (Colors, shapes, same, big, large, beginning with a 
 certain letter...etc).  An alternative to I Spy is I Am Thinking Of… (allowing for naming of things 
 that are outside the classroom, not immediately visible.)

Other activities”
1. DICE addition is a good activity for two pupils, a small group of pupils, or an entire class.  With a pair            
 of dice, one pupil will roll the dice, then count say aloud what are the numbers on each dice.  The 
 pupil will then ADD those two numbers, and say aloud the correct sum.  If correct, the pupil may 
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 “keep” the points, adding them to a running total.  If incorrect, the pupil does not get to “keep” 
 those points, and passes the dice to the other pupil.  Pupils continue in this way, adding the 
 points they “keep” to a total.  The first pupil that accumulates 100 points wins.  (Variations: Roll 
 the dice what number comes after, before ? What number is ten more, ten less? Read and write 
 the numbers of the numbers on the dice. What is another way to show the number using 
 pictureʼs? Select a number and roll the dice to see if you can meet that target number. Is the 
 number even or odd? What is a mathematical sentence (equation) that you can write for the 
 number(s) rolled? Using 3 dice, add the numbers on the first two dice rolled, and subtract the 
 number on the third.)                                                                                                                         
2. ALL GONE is a good activity to practice numbers, and may be played with two pupils, in a small 
group, or as a whole class.  Pupils need 10 counters each (or 10 counters per team) and 1 die.  Pupils 
take turns rolling the die and taking away that many counters (by sliding them to a different pile.  Each 
pupil takes turns, until one of them has taken off all their counters.  They then say, “all gone!”  (To make 
it a bit more difficult, pupils can only remove exactly what they roll on the die… so, for example, if they 
have 1 counter left, they must roll a 1 to end.)                                                                                         
3. ROLL & WRITE can be played for practice with either addition or subtraction.  It can be used as an 
activity for two pupils, a small group of pupils, or as a whole class activity. Pupils roll a die, count the 
dots, then write the number on their paper.  They, then roll the die again, count the dots and write the 
number on their paper next to the first number, putting a “+” (or a “-”, if practicing subtraction) in 
between the two numbers.  The pupil then completes the math problem with the correct answer.  It 
then becomes the next playerʼs turn. Play continues, pupils add each answer to their previous score. 
The game ends when a player(s) total reaches 50.                                                                                 
4. PING PONG - Start by saying “ping”, and have the pupils say “pong.”  Repeat this several times.  
Then, tell the class that you will change to numbers that add up to ten.  (Ex: 2 , 8  or 4, 6).  You say “2” 
and have the class say “8”.  (If the class has trouble with this, write the ways to make ten on the 
chalkboard (1 + 9, 2 + 8, 3 + 7, 4 + 6, 5 + 5…), then erase these when they are practiced.  This is a fun 
activity, and is useful for reviewing these basic facts.  Variation:  Allow a pupil to be the “ping” to call out 
numbers for the classʼs “pong”.   Also may be used with other math facts (ex:  what makes 15?).          
5. BEAN BAG TOSS - use a bean bags, small balls, or any small objects. Draw a grid of 4 or 6 
squares, using chalk on the floor OR draw out the grid in the dirt on the play ground OR use several 
boxes or cans.  Mark each square (or box or can) with a different number 0-9. Players take turns 
tossing the bean bags onto the grid.  The squares in which the bean bags land are the numbers for the 
pupil to add together to create their score for that round.  The next player then tosses the bean bags 
and does the same.  (This is a great activity for practicing addition.  The game ends when with the first 
to score a total of 50 points.  There are many variations to this game.  This can be a game for two 
people, small groups, or whole class (teams).  It can be made more challenging, by using larger 
numbers on the grid for practice.  Three bean bags can be used, for addition of three numbers.  Be 
creative!)                                                                                                                                                   
6.  Measuring involves several areas:  size, mass , capacity. In the upper grades, pupils will measure 
these in meters, grams, liters.  For now, the pupils need only understand the descriptive words (Size: 
longer, shorter.  Mass:  heavier, lighter.  Capacity:  more, less. )                                                              
7. Place value    Begin with a story of how a king decides to count how many men are in his army. 

 First, the king tells each of his helpers to pick up ten stones each. Then he has a table laid in the 
 field to which the soldiers will be marching from their tents. The kingʼs helpers are asked to stand 
 in line behind the table, and then a bowl is placed in front of each of them.
 As the soldiers go by, the kingʼs helper at the end of the table puts a stone in his bowl for each 
 soldier. Once the ten stones have been put into the bowl, he picks them up and continues on 
 putting one stone into his bowl for each soldier who walks past. So he has a rather busy 
 afternoon, putting stones in his bowl as the soldiers go by, and picking them up and starting again 
 on the next ten. The kingʼs helper to his left has the less arduous job of watching him put his 
 stones in the bowl, and each time he picks up his ten stones the second kingʼs helper puts one 
 stone into his bowl. When the second helper has put all ten stones in his bowl, he too picks them 
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 up again, and continues to put one down each time his fellow helper picks up his ten. The third 
 kingʼs helper has only to watch the bowl of the second, and each time the second helper picks up 
 his ten stones, the third  helper puts one into his bowl. And so it goes on, with the fifth helper 
 having a very slow afternoon, putting a stone down when the fourth helper picks up his ten. At the 
 end of the afternoon, the fifth kingʼs helper has one stone in his bowl, the next helper has seven, 
 the third has none, the second has one, and the first, exhausted, helper has six. The king looks at 
 the bowls and knows that he has seventeen thousand and sixteen soldiers in his army.
 Because of the use of ten digits, the decimal system and our bodies are connected. We have 
 ready-made counters on our bodies; i.e., our fingers and toes. This will help us count to 20 at 
 maximum. Teamwork is needed to go further.
 If you have a friend who is willing to be nudged each time you count to ten on your fingers, and to 
 count the nudges on his or her fingers, it is possible to count to 100 (one hundred or ten tens).
 With three people, you can reach 1,000 (one thousand or ten tens of tens) with this process.
 With four people, you can reach 10,000 (ten thousand or ten tens of tens of tens).
 With five people, you can reach 100,000 (one hundred thousand or ten tens of tens of tens of 
 tens
 With six people, you can reach 1,000,000 (one million or ten tens of tens of tens of tens of tens), 
 although the sixth person can go to sleep most of the time.

8. Longest Math Problem in all of Kenya! Is a mental math activity that requires no materials.  The 
teacher calls a number and an operation, then another number, pausing for pupils to think and process.  
The teacher continues, by calling another number and another operation, as pupils calculate mentally 
each new answer.  (Example, 2 + 7 (pause), - 3 (pause), x 4 (pause)….)  Until  the teacher says… 
“equals”, at which time, pupils raise their hand to share what answer they have.) 
Pupils may use their your fingers to do the math and/or help them keep track of the totals.  
“I will tell you the number, give you time to think, then give you another number.  At the end 
of the very long math problem, you may raise your hand if you have the answer.  Be careful, though, 
because I may call on you even if your hand is not raised!  Ready?  …. 2 … plus … 3   ….plus 1… 
= ???  (answer: 6)”   
(Keep track of the running total by putting your hands behind your back, and counting on your fingers.  At 
first, these totals should not be more than 9.)
As pupils  become more comfortable with this mental math activity, extend the length of the problem, 
having them add 4 or 5 numbers.  Use addition and subtraction in problems for further difficulty.  
For upper grades, multiplication and division may be used as operations as well.  This may require the 
teacher to create the problems before class, to ensure ease of divisibility.  For added difficulty and further 
practice, 2-digit and 3-digit numbers may be used, as well as fractions, decimals, and positive/negative 
numbers.  This is a mental math activity that is great for all ages.

(Please note:  when referring to a pupil with a pronoun, “he” is used.  This is for simplicity only. “He” may 
refer to both boys and girls, showing no preference to either.)

(Idea:  If a manipulative is mentioned, and is not available to borrow from Pangani, ask visiting teams 
from the USA to bring!) 
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